Men Size

Instructions and pictures @ https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=43007

Reindeer Face Mask Template

Main Fabric
Fold your fabric to
CUT 2

Nose
Cut 1

Muzzle
Fold your fabric to
CUT 4

1" Allowance for cord casing

1/2" for thicker cord

2"

Please check your scale here after print

1/4" Seam Allowance

Copyright © craftpassion.com
Meant for hobby and personal use only.
Do not sell the pattern.

additional nose template without seam allowance, for needle turn applique
Reindeer Face Mask Template

Men Size

Instructions and pictures @ https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=43007

Lining Fabric
Fold your fabric to
CUT 2

2"

Please check your scale here after print

1/4" Seam Allowance

Copyright © craftpassion.com
Meant for hobby and personal use only.
Do not sell the pattern.
Reindeer Face Mask Template - Page 1
Teenagers & Women Size
Instructions and pictures @ https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=43007

Nose
Cut 1

additional nose template without seam allowance, for needle turn applique

Muzzle
Fold your fabric to CUT 4

Main Fabric
Fold your fabric to CUT 2

2"

1" Allowance for cord casing

add 1/2" for thicker cord

1/4" Seam Allowance

Copyright © craftpassion.com
Meant for hobby and personal use only. Do not sell the pattern.
Teenagers & Women Size

Instructions and pictures @ https://www.crafterpassion.com/?p=43007

Reindeer Face Mask Template

Lining Fabric
Fold your fabric to
CUT 2

2”

Please check your scale here after print

Copyright © crafterpassion.com
Meant for hobby and personal use only.
Do not sell the pattern.

1/4” Seam Allowance
Reindeer Face Mask Template - Page 1
Young Kids Size (7 - 12 Years Old)
Instructions and pictures @ https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=43007

Nose
Cut 1

Muzzle
Fold your fabric to
CUT 4

Main Fabric
Fold your fabric to
CUT 2

1/4" Seam Allowance

Please check your scale here after print

Copyright © craftpassion.com
Meant for hobby and personal use only.
Do not sell the pattern.
Reindeer Face Mask Template

Young Kids Size (7 - 12 Years Old)

Instructions and pictures @ https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=43007
Reindeer Face Mask Template - Page 1
Small Kids Size (3 - 6 Years Old)
Instructions and pictures @ https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=43007

Nose
Cut 1

Small Kids

additional nose
template without seam
allowance, for needle turn
applique

Muzzle
Fold your fabric to
CUT 4

Main Fabric
Fold your fabric to
CUT 2

2"
Please check your scale here after print

1/4" Seam Allowance

Copyright © craftpassion.com
Meant for hobby and personal use only.
Do not sell the pattern.

1" Allowance for cord casing
add 1/2" for thicker cord
Reindeer Face Mask Template - Page 2
Small Kids Size (3 - 6 Years Old)
Instructions and pictures @ https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=43007